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Designing software for a variety of execution environments is a difficult task. This is due
to a multitude of device-specific features that must be taken into account. Hence, it is often
difficult to determine all the available features and produce a single piece of software covering the
possible scenarios. Moreover, with varying resources available, monolithic applications are often
hardly suitable and require to be modularized while still providing all the necessary features of
the original application. By employing units of deployment, such as components, it is possible
to retrieve required functionality on-demand, thus adapting to the environment. Adaptivity
has been identified as one of the main enablers that allow leveraging offered capabilities while
reducing the complexity related to software development.

In this thesis, we produced a proof-of-concept (PoC) implementation leveraging WebAssembly
modules to assemble applications and adapt to a particular execution environment. Adaptation
is driven by the information contained in metadata files. Modules are retrieved on-demand from
one or more repositories based on the characteristics of the environment and integrated during
execution using dynamic linking capabilities.

We evaluate the work by considering what is the impact of modular WebAssembly applications
and compare them to standard monolithic WebAssembly applications. In particular, we investi-
gate startup time, application execution time, and overhead introduced by the implementation.
Finally, we examine the limitations of both, the used technology and the implementation, and
provide ideas for future work.
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1 Introduction

With the increasing number of heterogeneous devices and their appliance in differ-
ent paradigms, such as Internet of Things (IoT), software development becomes in-
creasingly challenging [33]. Devices vary from simple systems-on-a-chip to powerful
workstations and thus support different technologies, possess various capabilities, and
provide contrasting amounts of resources. Such heterogeneity increases the complexity
of software development and requires solutions that could alleviate these hardships.

Due to the diversity of devices, their capabilities, and varying execution context, adap-
tivity is necessary to properly leverage the execution environment [7]. It has been
identified as the core capability suited to reduce the complexity of information systems
[44]. To achieve adaptivity, it is common to divide applications into multiple building
blocks each conforming to a specific functionality targeting a particular environment
[7, 45, 17, 32]. Such a technique enables the reduction of the startup time when com-
pared to monolithic applications. In addition, it empowers to assemble applications
on-demand based on the characteristics of a device or a platform. Nevertheless, differ-
ent platforms often rely on a limited number of software stacks incapable of running a
plethora of heterogeneous applications [51]. Therefore, the development is bound to a
limited number of programming languages, and using a variety of technologies at once
is hardly an option.

As a result, we shift our focus to WebAssembly [10] – a relatively young, platform-
independent technology, which serves as a compilation target that can be used by a
numerous of programming languages. The technology has proved to be useful in dif-
ferent contexts, which include wearable devices [29], microcontrollers [25], and, most
notably, serverless computing [27, 40, 36, 19, 48]. With the recent efforts to estab-
lish dynamic linking capabilities [37], WebAssembly applications can be modularized.
Modularity creates the opportunity to assemble applications capable of adapting to
different execution environments on-demand by taking advantage of the device and
platform capabilities available during execution.

The main objective of the thesis is to implement a lightweight runtime capable of
retrieving WebAssembly modules on-demand based on attributes characterizing the
environment and integrating them during execution. Furthermore, we evaluate the
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system in terms of startup time and potential overhead it introduces by presenting
the published results [37]. Moreover, we discuss the pitfalls and shortcomings of Web-
Assembly technology and implementation that would need to be addressed in future
work.

The research is driven by three research questions that we seek to answer:

1. What mechanisms enable adapting on-demand during execution using WebAssembly?

2. How do modular WebAssembly applications compare to monolithic WebAssembly
applications?

3. What are the current limitations of the technology and the designed system
preventing to build a better solution?

As the research method, we used design science introduced by Hevner et al. [28].
Ultimately, design science is based on the construction of an artifact and its evaluation
[28]. Typically, the process follows multiple iterations enabling to refine both the
artifact and the derived results [28]. In this work, the research involved multiple
iterations regarding requirement gathering, background analysis, implementation, and
evaluation.

The thesis is structured as follows. In Chapter 2, we contextualize the proof-of-concept
(PoC) implementation by investigating adaptive systems, package managers, Web-
Assembly, and relevant features that influenced the design decisions. Chapter 3 in-
troduces the system based on the most significant properties. Chapter 4 presents the
measurements comparing monolithic and modular WebAssembly applications answer-
ing the first research question. Chapter 5 provides answers to the remaining research
questions and identifies the shortcomings of WebAssembly technology and the built
system. Finally, Chapter 6 concludes the thesis and presents the final remarks.



2 Background

In this chapter, we provide information contextualizing the implementation. In Section
2.1, we investigate how adaptation is achieved by software that is intended to both, be
executed in multiple execution environments and leverage available capabilities of the
device. Section 2.2 considers package managers, which embrace code reuse and enable
software assembly based on the user needs, thus adapting to particular demands. More-
over, we iterate through the concepts used by the implementation, such as repositories
and metadata. Finally, Section 2.3 introduces WebAssembly technology, which pro-
vides the capability to write software in multiple programming languages and execute
it on a multitude of execution environments.

2.1 Achieving Adaptivity

Adaptivity can be achieved by adjusting the system to particular needs using available
variables or integrating new building blocks during execution [38, 39]. These two
categories are distinguished as a parameter and compositional adaptation [38]. The
former is limited to work with what is available to the system. Hence, the approach is
incapable of introducing new external mechanisms that could handle a broader set of
issues [38]. The latter, on the other hand, can integrate new constructs on-demand and
extend the capabilities of a system [38]. Throughout the thesis, we will be focusing on
compositional adaptation due to the nature of the built system.

It is certainly possible to attempt covering all the possible hardware- and software-
specific scenarios in a single code base. Fat binaries can be considered as an example.
Such binaries contain different types of processor architecture implementations [32, 31].
However, this particular approach does not scale well and bloats the object file with
redundant instructions [18].

Instead of working on a single application covering as many scenarios as possible, a
different approach is to split it into separate building blocks. The component-based
software approach has been significant to mobile systems due to the possibility to
assemble applications taking device characteristics into account [17, 45, 7].
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However, manually assembling applications for multiple environments using compo-
nents is unreasonable [45]. The increasing number of components correlates to the
degree of software diversity and variability. As a result, complexity is unavoidable and
poses threats to the integrity of the software [47]. Fortunately, adaptivity has been
identified as one of the main enablers capable of alleviating these issues [44].

Assembling components in an automated manner creates the possibility to alternate
between different component implementations providing essentially the same range of
capabilities [7]. Belaramani et al. [7] distinguished such a technique as functionality
adaptation, which employs components to compose software based on the context of
execution and device characteristics. As a result, the software is modular and flexible
as it does not need to make prior assumptions about the context in which it will be
executed.

To relieve the complexity of mobile application development, Rosa and Lucena [45]
introduced a solution enabling software to adapt to a particular mobile device based
on the available features. Such an approach enables applications to be highly flexible
and portable since device- and capability-specific functionality is decoupled from the
application itself and can be assembled dynamically by selecting the most appropriate
component available [45].

Another example of adaptive and portable component use, that leverages specific ca-
pabilities of the target environment has been introduced by Kicherer et al. [32]. In this
particular work, the implementation leverages available processing unit (e.g., CPU,
GPU) capabilities dynamically using libraries [32]. Accelerator-specific parts are de-
coupled from the implementation and can be selected flexibly – on-demand during
execution [32].

The introduced approaches share common techniques to achieve adaptation to a par-
ticular execution environment. Instead of writing ad hoc solutions for each platform
available, applications are divided into multiple building blocks, whether these are
considered to be components or third-party libraries. The building blocks are selected
and assembled during execution based on the information characterizing the execution
environment.

Monolithic systems have been identified to have issues with difficult maintenance [15],
extensibility and portability [12]. Therefore, nowadays, a common practice is to reuse
and integrate different building blocks with the existing codebase to assemble the de-
sired application. Software components enable software to be modular, reusable, and
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Name Description
precision Number format
signature Function signature

psize Problem size
target Type of processing unit

pmodel Programming model
cpu features Implementation requirements

speed Coarse performance

Table 2.1: List of attributes for describing components. Adapted from [32].

quickly developed [50]. Moreover, dividing applications into multiple units creates the
opportunity to execute software on resource-constrained devices by selecting compo-
nents based on the available resources [7].

Nonetheless, to determine whether a component is suitable to be used in the current
context of the execution, it must be accompanied by a sufficient amount of information
[21], also identified as the metadata. Usually, the format and placement of the meta-
data are non-uniform. For example, some solutions employ separate metadata files
to describe the components [7, 17]. Others use metadata files to describe the whole
application rather than individual components [45]. Kicherer et al. [32] proposed em-
bedding component information into an Executable and Linking Format (ELF) shared
library, which comprise data required to construct processes [30].

The information characterizing components also varies between different literature. In
the article presented by Kicherer et al. [32], the libraries are described using attributes
shown in Table 2.1. In this particular approach, the information provided by the
attributes is performance-oriented [32]. To improve the building block selection even
further, libraries are characterized using performance measurements performed locally
[32]. As a result, it is possible to take real measurements into account and provide the
most optimal library choice available [32].

The use of attributes also creates the opportunity for the applications to be ported
to different platforms [32]. Nevertheless, the described list of attributes distinguished
by the authors is not exhaustive and can be extended with custom requirements [32].
However, expanding the list of attributes should be considered as it might affect the
component selection by setting unrealistic demands which cannot be fulfilled [32].
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An alternative to the attribute lists has been investigated by Dastgeer and Kessler [11]
using conditional composition, which is a data-driven approach to component selec-
tion. The component selection is influenced by four different sources, which involve
detailed information about the available resources of the system, platform-specific de-
tails, information related to the currently running application requiring the compo-
nents (e.g., resource consumption) and information related to the actual component
[11]. Fine-grained information enables the execution environment to take these sources
into account and leverage components most appropriate for a particular context [11].

Components can also be accompanied by metadata files to provide context about its
properties [17]. Fjellheim [17] proposed using three different properties to contextu-
alize a component: activity, java platform and code size [17]. However, the presented
information is not considered to be finite [17]. If needed, the information used to de-
termine if a component is suitable for a particular environment can be extended with
more descriptive properties, such as device features [17].

Belaramani et al. [7] introduced facets, which comprise a small, stateless component
and its description represented by a single XML file [7]. The metadata of the component
has a fixed number of properties. Facets are distinguished using an id alongside the
funcID identifying its capability [7]. Furthermore, metadata includes facet creator
name [7]. A single facet can have multiple implementations and thus be represented
by multiple versions [7]. Moreover, due to resource constraints on mobile devices,
metadata includes resource requirements of a facet [7]. Lastly, the metadata includes
information about additional dependencies a facet can rely on [7].

Most of the component descriptions employ information of different granularity. How-
ever, they do share common properties. For example, most of the investigated ap-
proaches identify the functionality a component provides. This does not apply to
accelerator-specific features introduced in [32, 11] because the functionality provided
by the components is already known. Because a component can depend on multi-
ple components, dependency information is also popular among different concepts.
However, in performance-oriented cases, rather specialized information is used. For
example, in the work presented by Kicherer et al. [32], the authors employ a separate
performance database to select a component, which would determine the most efficient
library in comparison to other available choices. Similarly, for resource-constrained de-
vices, Fjellheim [17] introduces a property to identify code size to determine whether
a component is suitable for a particular execution environment.
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The introduced systems employ components and additional metadata to adapt to dif-
ferent needs. Some approaches tackle adaptation to a particular execution environment
taking its characteristics into account, while others attempt to achieve optimal perfor-
mance. Usually, the inspected systems avoid making assumptions about the environ-
ment before the execution and retrieve components on-demand based on information
available during execution. The components are described by a data-driven technique,
such as using a separate metadata file characterizing the component or information
embedded into a binary. Furthermore, the building blocks are usually injected into a
running application using techniques, such as dynamic linking.

2.2 Package Management

Package management reduces the complexity of software development by providing
the capability to use already written code offering varying functionality [41]. Package
managers usually involve a collection of mechanisms including package retrieval from
remote repositories or mirrors, their integration, upgrading to specific versions and
removal [3, 49]. A significant capability of package management is to relieve developers
from manually handling software on which a package depends and instead, solving the
problem in an automated manner thus preventing a well-known issue of dependency
hell [49]. Nevertheless, package management features are subjective. There is no de
facto standard describing the requirements of such a system. As a result, different
package management solutions had emerged throughout the years with contrasting
features. For example, Abate et al. [2] proposed a modular package manager capable
of alternating between different dependency solving mechanisms. Brown et al. [8]
expressed concerns regarding the security of numerous package managers and thus
proposed additional mechanisms providing the capability to mitigate some of the most
pressing issues.

Depending on the nature of a package manager, it can provide software in different
forms. Systems encountered in many Linux distributions usually use pre-built pack-
ages and settle upon convenience [6]. However, pre-built packages fall short in terms
of unconventional execution environments possessing contrasting capabilities [6]. Nev-
ertheless, not all package managers use pre-compiled binaries. A particularly flexible
package manager (also identified as a port system [20]) is Portage, Gentoo package
manager [23]. In Portage, a package is considered to be a set of instructions required
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for software installation [4, 13]. This means that the process of compilation is actually
performed locally.

A unique aspect of Portage is its capability to adapt the software to a particular
environment and user requirements. Such mechanism is achieved by using USE flags
[22]. USE flags influence the compilation process and impact the produced software
by the user explicitly stating the desired properties that an application should include
[4]. For example, instead of compiling a complete software package, a user can select
a subset of optional features, thus adopting a lighter version of the desired piece of
software [4].

Using Portage, the software can be adapted to different environments and adjusted
based on user preferences by providing fine-grained control over the available build
options. However, such flexibility comes at a price of the performance and even the
possibility of the desired package being impossible to build [13]. Furthermore, since the
software compilation is performed on the client-side, this does not scale well on resource-
constrained devices [6]. As a result, Bal-Pétré et al. [6] proposed a different approach
that takes advantage of the Portage package manager capabilities. Instead of building
applications locally, the authors proposed using cloud capabilities and alleviating the
execution environment from a consuming task of compilation [6].

Although package management features vary between implementations, remote storage
is an essential part of package management. Package managers communicate with
repositories to download the necessary building blocks [3]. Most package repositories
offer the capability to store and retrieve available components. Besides such component
storage, package metadata is another important component of package management.
Metadata characterizes a package and usually comprises similar information between
different package managers. However, the actual placement of the metadata is non-
uniform.

Linux distributions typically use an arbitrary archive format to encompass the files
of a package with additional information about the package itself embedded into the
specified format [9]. Package managers, such as Node package manager [42] (npm)
store package specific information in an external package.json file [60]. An interesting
aspect of the metadata is that it supports the use of the abbreviated form of metadata.
It can accept fewer configuration options compared with a full metadata format [43].
Metadata of npm provides the capability to describe the software for development
and production environments [60]. It is achieved by using the metadata properties –
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dependencies and devDependencies [60]. By using such dependency categories, it is
technically possible to adapt to two different contexts.

Packages often depend on additional third-party code called dependencies [9]. To install
the actual package and its prerequisite code, package managers employ dependency
solvers [3]. Usually, packages are denoted by information relevant to the dependency
solver, for example, the version of a package. However, versioning complicates package
installation especially if a package manager does not provide the capability to leverage
different variants of the same dependency [1]. As a result, dependency solving is
identified as an NP-complete problem [2, 1]. However, the recent results published
by Abate et al. [1] show that the current dependency solving solutions employed
by package managers are improving due to the usage of well-known algorithms (e.g.,
MaxSAT).

Package managers are essential to managing software and its dependencies. Such sys-
tems are often specialized for different execution environments or programming lan-
guage ecosystems. The resources offered by the repository can be represented in dif-
ferent forms, such as pre-compiled packages, source code, or compilation instructions
providing the information regarding arbitrary software installation. Packages are ac-
companied by metadata, which can be embedded into an archive format or introduced
as a separate file. Lastly, to correctly install packages, package managers employ de-
pendency solving mechanisms.

2.3 WebAssembly

WebAssembly is a low-level code format, which can be used as a compilation target by
numerous programming languages and deployed to a multitude of environments [10,
26, 59]. Such format exceptionally increases flexibility as applications can be written
in a variety of languages alleviating the restrictions of choosing a particular technology
stack for software development [10]. Moreover, WebAssembly is secure. The security
of the technology is enforced by executing the code within a virtual machine (VM)
disallowing any communication between the execution environment unless specified
otherwise by the embedder (e.g., an operating system) [10]. The virtualization aspect
of WebAssembly is significantly lighter than those of the traditional OS-level virtual
machines or containers [36]. Such characteristics enable the format to be used in a
variety of environments where speed, security, and portability matter. A few examples
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Compiler
Source code

WebAssembly  
Binary

WebAssembly VM

Figure 2.1: Overview of how WebAssembly is used.

of such environments are Internet of Things (IoT) or cloud and edge devices. An exam-
ple of steps involved to achieve the execution of a WebAssembly program from source
code is shown in Figure 2.1. Source code can be written in a variety of programming
languages (e.g., C, C++, Rust). The source code is processed by a compiler, which
emits a WebAssembly binary. Finally, the binary can be executed on a device that
contains a WebAssembly Virtual Machine (VM).

To execute WebAssembly applications, a Virtual Machine is required. Wen and Weber
[59] describe WebAssembly VM as a ”program that translates WebAssembly binary
instructions to native CPU machine codes before execution”. A VM might involve a
variety of different types of compilers to translate binary instructions, among which,
the most notable are streaming compilers. For example, browsers, such as Google
Chrome, usually use two-tiered compilation, which involves employing two different
compilers [52]. The first compiler is responsible for generating code as fast as possible,
usually compiling at the same time the chunks of code are retrieved over the network,
and the other compiler re-compiles the code and optimizes it [52].

To date, there are approximately 30 open-source standalone WebAssembly VMs de-
veloped [5]. The VMs vary by their implementation, and not all of them conform
to the test suite of the technology or are not actively maintained by the open-source
community. Moreover, some available VMs are developed by researchers or by major
companies. For example, Wasmtime VM∗ is developed by developers of the Bytecode
Alliance project†, which involves companies, such as Fastly, Intel and others.

A WebAssembly VM can be the deciding factor in the performance and portability of
WebAssembly applications [61]. Different VMs offer contrasting features which influ-
ence the capabilities of the application. For example, some VMs implement features
that are not yet standardized, while others strictly follow the specification and intro-

∗https://github.com/bytecodealliance/wasmtime accessed November 21, 2020.
†https://bytecodealliance.org accessed November 21, 2020.
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duce new features only when these are standardized.

Even though WebAssembly applications run in a sandboxed environment, the capa-
bilities can be expanded with the use of host functions. A host function is a function
defined by the environment in which the application is intended to be executed and
supplied to a module as an import [10]. Besides the capability to access numerous
resources of the execution environment, host functions can also affect the state of the
application [26]. An example has been shown by Watt [54], where host functions were
leveraged to manipulate the heap memory.

Host functions can be considered as the enabling feature of the work presented in the
thesis. Host functions are used to modify and grow memory dynamically and perform
symbol relocations. Moreover, with the capability to exit the sandbox, we leverage the
resources of the execution environment, which involve access to the network and the
filesystem. Ultimately, host functions enable us to achieve the implemented system.

Among host functions, memory, and table components play a significant part in the
implementation. Memory in WebAssembly is linear, meaning that it is a contiguous
block of bytes that can be imported by different modules in case it is exported [10].
A table is a similar component to memory, however, it differs in the information it is
designed to represent [10]. As of WebAssembly version 1.1, a table is a vector capable
of holding function references [10]. If a table is shared between modules, it empowers
a module to invoke other module functions. Currently, WebAssembly modules are
limited to using only one memory and table [10]. As a result, if a module exports
these components, all the stored information will be fully available to other modules if
imported.

Nonetheless, the multiple memory proposal [56] has been created to address some of
the issues that the current memory model possesses. For example, it could provide a
mechanism to create multiple memories which could also be separated into public and
private memories, thus preventing access to data that was not intended to be shared
[56].

For portability reasons, memory is grown by using a fixed size of 64 KiB, or in other
words – a page [10]. However, fixed-size memory growth, specified by the specification,
has posed issues when executing WebAssembly applications on microcontrollers [61].
As a result, the specification might need to be adjusted to be a feasible choice for
environments offering a limited amount of resources.
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ID Section ID Section ID Section
0 Custom Section 4 Table section 8 Start section
1 Type section 5 Memory section 9 Element section
2 Import section 6 Global section 10 Code section
3 Function section 7 Export section 11 Data section

Table 2.2: Sections of a WebAssembly binary. Source [10].

Besides storing the data, memory can be used for more sophisticated data representa-
tion in case the offered data types are too restrictive. Currently, the technology enables
the usage of only four different data types, which include 32-bit, 64-bit integers, and
32-bit, 64-bit floating-point representations [10]. However, with the use of memory, it is
possible to leverage more complex types, such as null-terminated character sequences.
Nevertheless, a 32-bit integer is rather significant as it can be used as a pointer [46, 10]
and thus access a specific memory region or refer to a function stored in a table [26].

In combination with host functions, it is possible to read and modify the memory of
a module via the host environment and copy data to other available modules in case
these do not share the same linear memory. Such actions can be achieved by using a
WebAssembly VM embedding application programming interface (API). The API is
available to the host environment and can be leveraged by host functions.

Because WebAssembly modules can be written in a variety of programming languages,
some of them might possess different application binary interface (ABI). As a result,
data types, such as a string, might be represented in a contrasting form. Thus, for
a WebAssembly program to behave correctly, additional care needs to be taken into
account when working with more sophisticated data types.

Lastly, WebAssembly modules are represented by a set of sections shown in Table
2.2. Most of the sections must comply with the requirements regarding their content
and placement in a binary imposed by the specification [10]. Nevertheless, custom
sections are less constrained. The content of a custom section can be freely defined
by the developer. Moreover, custom sections are not restricted by the specification
in comparison to the remaining sections and can be used multiple times and placed
in-between any other section [10]. However, using the information provided by custom
sections requires knowledge of the embedded data and an understanding of how to
decode it. Thus additional application logic is required to leverage the embedded
information.



3 Implementation

In this chapter, we describe the implementation, which builds upon our previous work
[37]. Section 3.1 describes the core features of the implementation in relationship to
the background information. In Section 3.2, we provide a detailed overview of the
created system, which highlights the most important features. Section 3.3 details the
adaptivity enabling features. Specifically, we describe WebAssembly modules, which
serve as building blocks of the application, the concept of interfaces, and attributes
characterizing the modules. Lastly, Section 3.4 includes information about how Web-
Assembly modules are retrieved, selected, and integrated by the module management
mechanism.

3.1 Motivation and Features

The goal of the implementation was to reduce software development complexity for
heterogeneous devices and leverage the capabilities of the execution environment with-
out rewriting the entire application. We use WebAssembly to create modules isolating
capability-specific features and assemble applications on-demand based on the charac-
teristics of the environment capable of executing in different contexts.

The implementation takes inspiration from two main concepts. Firstly, we capture
ideas from adaptive systems, such as using modules as building blocks to compose the
desired applications and their descriptions to describe the suitability of a component
for a particular execution environment. Modularity creates the opportunity to isolate
capability-specific functionality and maintain the core of the application-independent
from redundant code. We use attributes to describe the capabilities of both the ex-
ecution environment and modules. Module functionality is identified by an interface
allowing to find the most suitable implementation available.

Secondly, we use ideas widely reflected in package managers, including repositories
serving as module storage. Nonetheless, we assign additional responsibilities to the
repository, such as performing the module selection process based on the characteris-
tics of the environment. Another difference between the implementation and usually
encountered package managers is the capability to retrieve building blocks during ex-
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Name Description
dlopen A host function responsible for opening and loading a WebAssembly during

execution.
dlsym A host function, which resolves functions from loaded modules.

Table 3.1: Host functions enabling to integrate and use functionality exposed by WebAssembly
modules.

ecution. Furthermore, we employ metadata files to embed the previously mentioned
information describing a module and its dependencies. Finally, we integrate modules
using dynamic linking.

3.2 Overview of the Implementation

Figure 3.1 represents a detailed overview of the implementation, starting with the
application invocation and proceeding with the action to activate the camera, which is
accessed via functionality offered by a separate module retrieved from the repository.
The implementation is mainly driven by two host functions, dlopen and dlsym, shown
in Table 3.1 and described in more detail later in the chapter.

The application starts on a laptop that has an integrated camera. Application begins its
execution by requesting the module A. The request is handled by the module manager
library, which initiates the search by firstly investigating the filesystem. Because the
module is not found locally, the module manager creates a request to the repository.
The request includes the interface of the desired functionality and characteristics of
the execution environment. The repository location is determined based on an initial
metadata file, which in this figure is considered to be pre-installed. Whenever the
repository receives the request, the module is selected based on the received information
and returned to the runtime. The initial module A is then compiled to native code using
the WebAssembly VM embedding API, which involves actions, such as supplying the
required imports, compilation, and instantiation. Both memory and table components
will be supplied to the remaining modules. Therefore, the information and functionality
will be accessible to all the integrated modules.

When module A is integrated, the execution follows the user activating the camera.
However, with camera functionality not being included, module A proceeds to call
dlopen and issue a request to the repository for module B, which encapsulates the
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needed functionality to take advantage of the camera. As before, the request is sent
containing the environment and the module characterizing information. In this case,
however, the repository searches for the metadata of the module because it can possess
additional dependency information. Upon retrieving the metadata of module B, the
metadata is analyzed. Since there no additional dependencies were found, another
request is issued directly to the repository listed in the metadata of module B. In
addition to the same steps introduced earlier, the retrieved module B is supplied with
the global memory and table components of the initial module. When the module is
integrated, the user can resolve the functions using dlsym and use the camera.

3.3 Adaptive Features

The implemented system utilizes WebAssembly modules as building blocks of the ap-
plication. Modules need to be compiled with a specific set of instructions to produce
data required by the implementation. Furthermore, modules are characterized by in-
formation specific to a particular execution environment, which influences the module
selection mechanism.

WebAssembly Modules

WebAssembly modules are created by using a compiler capable of emitting Web-
Assembly code. A commonly used toolchain capable of targeting WebAssembly is
Emscripten∗. Emscripten uses the LLVM backend to create WebAssembly binaries.
The compiler frontend is capable of producing two different types of standalone Web-
Assembly modules – main and side modules. The difference between the main and side
module is that the main module has direct access to system libraries as opposed to the
side module [16]. Nevertheless, in case a side module requires a specific system library
not required by the main module, it is possible to either produce the main module with
all the available system libraries or to determine, which libraries are required by side
modules. This is achieved by explicitly listing the libraries when building the main
module so that the main module would include only what is necessary [16].

The implementation requires WebAssembly modules to carry information used for the
integration because it is generally unknown, for example, how much memory a system

∗https://emscripten.org/index.html, accessed March 10, 2021.
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Field Type Description
memorysize varuint32 Size of the memory area the loader should reserve

for the module.
memoryalignment varuint32 The required alignment of the memory area.
tablesize varuint32 Size of the table area the loader should reserve for

the module.
tablealignment varuint32 The required alignment of the table area.

Table 3.2: The dylink custom section. Adapted from [58].

should allocate for a particular module. As a result, each module that can be integrated
holds information illustrated in Table 3.2. The information is embedded into a custom
section of a WebAssembly module and represented by dylink name, which indicates
a dynamic library [58]. As a result, if the custom section is not present within a
WebAssembly binary, the module can be discarded as it is unfit to be used with the
implementation.

By default, a WebAssembly module is executed in isolation [10]. This means that mod-
ule components, such as memories and tables, can only refer to the definitions within
the bounds of a module. Nevertheless, the implementation breaks the set boundaries
to achieve benefits, such as direct data and functionality sharing. Instead of each mod-
ule having its memory, the runtime maintains a contiguous block of memory. For a
module to distinguish its memory, its location is identified by memory base variable
that is provided to the module when it is instantiated and allows it to locate the static
memory region it owns. The same principle applies to the table component – each
table is identified by a table base variable. The runtime maintains a global table that
holds all the function references defined by different modules. Any module can access
any function defined by any module.

Module Characterization

The device that runs the application can be characterized by a set of attributes, such
as architecture, operating system, and features that are available on the device (e.g.,
camera). The same principle applies to modules, which use attributes to describe what
characteristics a module supports.

The attributes are used to influence the module retrieval process, which enables the
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module selection mechanism of leveraging not only platform-, but also device-specific
capabilities. In practice, this means that an application can automatically adapt to its
execution environment.

However, at the current state of the implementation, we do not provide an exhaustive
list of attributes that could be used. This would require an agreement on what are
the available options and what capabilities could be leveraged among different devices.
For now, the PoC allows any type of attribute to be used. However, as mentioned
by Kicherer et al. [32], such flexibility imposes the risk of being incapable of finding
a suitable module. Nonetheless, such issues are considered to be addressed in future
work.

Furthermore, we use an abstraction of an interface. An interface is used to define
specific functionality that several modules can provide. Modules conforming to the
same interface can implement functions in different ways and thus provide flexibility
through the use of a module best fit for the given situation. An interface is identified
by a unique ID.

Lastly, a module can depend on multiple modules. Thus we enable to define depen-
dencies, which are separated into two categories: load-time and execution-time. The
former needs to be loaded before the desired module because it relies on dependency
functionality. The latter, on the other hand, can be loaded on-demand, whenever they
are needed.

3.4 Module Management

The built system takes advantage of some of the package management concepts de-
scribed in Section 2.2. In particular, we employ software repositories, which in addition
to serving as storage for WebAssembly modules, exploit a mechanism that enables find-
ing suitable modules conforming to the characteristics of the execution environment.
Moreover, the module management is based on the metadata information, which in-
cludes previously introduced information characterizing a module.

Module Metadata

Each WebAssembly module is identified and characterized by a separate metadata
JavaScript Object Notation (JSON) file. The dedicated metadata file maintains infor-
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mation, such as an interface ID to which a module conforms, the location at which
the module resides, attributes describing capabilities of a module, and, finally, top-
level dependencies that it requires. Internally, the metadata is represented by the
Metadata structure displayed in the Listing 3.1. An interface ID does not represent a
single module, but rather multiple modules that provide the same functionality. The
use of interfaces in the implementation enables to provide multiple options to choose
from when retrieving a module for a device. The selection is ultimately based on the
attributes and the interface ID.

struct Metadata {

id: String,

attributes: Vec<String>,

location: String,

dependencies: HashMap<String, Dependency>,

}

Listing 3.1: Structure representing a metadata file.

The dependencies are represented by a hash map data structure where key-value cor-
responds to the interface name of a dependency and value to the information described
by the Dependency structure shown in Listing 3.2. The structure encompasses infor-
mation, such as an identification string to distinguish a module, a flag indicating if a
module is a load-time or an execution-time dependency, and, finally, the location at
which the dependency resides.

struct Dependency {

id: String,

load_time: bool,

location: String,

}

Listing 3.2: Structure representing dependency information.

An example of a metadata file in JSON is shown in Listing 3.3. The file describes a
module conforming to the interface ID camera which requires the platform to support
the linux platform and is placed in a local server by the name v4l2.wasm. The de-
pendency object contains information about packages that a module depends on. In
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the case of the shown example, the camera module depends on a color and grayscale
filters. The main difference between the given dependencies (besides providing differ-
ent functionality) is the moment at which they are required to be loaded. In essence,
load time keyword indicates two cases at which a dependency must be loaded. Firstly,
if the flag is set to true, then the dependency must be loaded before the desired module.
Otherwise, the dependency can be deferred to be loaded at a later time – at which it
is requested.

{

"id": "camera",

"attributes": ["linux"],

"location": "http://localhost:8000/v4l2.wasm",

"dependencies": {

"color_filter": {

"id": "color_filter",

"load_time": false,

"location": "http://localhost:8000"

},

"grayscale_filter": {

"id": "grayscale_filter",

"load_time": true,

"location": "http://localhost:8000"

}

}

}

Listing 3.3: Metadata of an example module.

Requesting a Module

Whenever a WebAssembly application issues a request for a specific module using the
provided API, the runtime will firstly inspect if that particular instance already exists.
If the module has already been instantiated and found in the global array of instance
information, it will be used and the search for it elsewhere will terminate. Otherwise,
the search continues beyond the memory of the program.
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Figure 3.2: Search order of a module.

The runtime search process is similar to Linux dynamic linker in a way that it defines
multiple locations from which a module can be retrieved from [30]. The implementation
prioritizes the search for a required module locally to minimize the expected delay,
which can be caused by the subsequent retrieval mechanisms invoked in case a module
is not found. In case the module is not already integrated, a predetermined cache
location is investigated. The location is dictated by the initial metadata file. If the
module is not found locally, it will issue a request to the repository where it is expected
to reside. The order of searching for a module is illustrated in Figure 3.2.

The first two search procedures are straightforward, however, retrieving a module from
a repository is not as direct. A separate module management library was created to
provide the ability to retrieve WebAssembly modules from a remote repository. The
library provides only two public methods: new and load. The new method creates an
instance of Manager structure shown in Listing 3.4. Upon instantiation, the method
searches for the initial metadata in the location provided by the argument supplied to
the method. If the metadata file is not found, the execution will halt as the information
stored in it is crucial for the implementation to perform correctly. Otherwise, the file
is read and deserialized into a Metadata structure. Before finishing the instantiation
process, the last process performed by the method is checking the cache location for
existing modules.

Throughout the execution of the application, the Manager structure will populate its
metadata field with information loaded from the module metadata. This allows to keep
the information in memory and reduce the number of redundant calls to the filesystem
or a repository. Nevertheless, upon the termination of the runtime, the accumulated
metadata information would be lost.

The purpose of the load function is to retrieve required modules at any point during
the execution. The process of loading the desired module includes additional processes,
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struct Manager {

metadata: HashMap<String, Metadata>,

attributes: Vec<String>,

cache: Option<String>,

modules: Vec<String>,

}

Listing 3.4: The structure representing module manager.

such as loading its dependencies. The load function is invoked by the dlopen host
function if the desired module is not already loaded. Upon invocation, the process will
start by analyzing the metadata and collecting information about modules that the
requested module depends on.

The full process is illustrated in Figure 3.3. The function load accepts the requested
module’s information described in the dependency section of the caller module’s meta-
data. The process continues by retrieving metadata of the requested module and an-
alyzing its dependencies. In case a dependency is identified as load-time, the module
manager proceeds to issue requests to the repository to retrieve the load-time depen-
dency metadata. The module manager continues by analyzing whether these include
load-time dependencies and resolving them recursively until no load-time dependencies
remain unresolved. Whenever this process is complete, the metadata of the load-time
dependencies is stored in memory. Using the acquired information, the module man-
ager retrieves the actual binaries to be linked. After these steps are complete, both the
metadata and the modules are returned for further processing. The module manager is
not responsible for the compilation or instantiation of a module. Instead, the module
manager offers functionality, such as to download a module, resolve its dependencies,
and cache it for subsequent use.

Module Selection

A module repository is expected to utilize a module selection mechanism based on
the interface ID and the attributes, which are encapsulated in an issued request. The
repository is not restricted to any kind of mechanism as long as it is capable of send-
ing the correct modules back to the application. To clarify, a mock repository was
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Figure 3.3: Dynamically loading a module and its load-time dependencies.

created to illustrate the concept behind module selection using express∗, Node.js web
application framework.

Upon receiving a request, the mock repository finds all the metadata files conform-
ing to the received interface ID. Next, it discards the metadata files which require
attributes not listed by the query. Finally, the repository selects the best match from
the aggregated metadata files – a metadata file supporting the most attributes and
corresponding to the correct interface ID. When retrieved and analyzed, a module is
downloaded directly by using the link provided in the metadata. A high-level overview
of the module selection process is shown in Figure 3.4. The application is executed
in an execution environment supporting two attributes: camera and linux. Because a

∗https://expressjs.com/ accessed January 29, 2021.
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module has not been found locally, a request to the repository is issued for the module
conforming to the interface ID color filter with a supported array of attributes included
in the payload of the request. Upon receiving the request, the request handler filters
out all the module metadata satisfying the requirement of the received interface ID. In
the case of the illustration, the repository finds three metadata files conforming to the
received interface ID. After analyzing the supported attributes of each metadata file,
color filter linux.json is selected as it supports both of the attributes received. When
returned, the metadata is ready to be analyzed and the module integrated.

Execution environment

attributes: [ 
  "camera", 
  "linux" 
]

Repository

color_filter_win.json 
["camera", "Windows"]

color_filter_mac.json 
["camera", "macOS"] 

color_filter_linux.json 
["camera", "linux"] 

Application

dlopen("color_filter")

Request
Handler

Figure 3.4: Module selection process.

Module Integration

For a module to offer its functionality, it firstly needs to be integrated into the applica-
tion. This is taken care of by the previously introduced host functions listed in Table
3.1. Firstly, the runtime checks if a module can be dynamically linked – it verifies and
analyzes whether the binary maintains the dylink section holding information necessary
for the runtime to correctly allocate needed resources. The decoding is done using an
internal function check dylink provided by the runtime. The function decodes informa-
tion encoded in Little Endian Base 128 (LEB128) encoding. The decoded information
is represented by the Dylink structure shown in Listing 3.5.

Upon module retrieval, it is linked into the application with its load-time dependencies.
The process of linking a module is composed out of multiple steps. Firstly, the runtime
uses the information acquired from the decoded dylink section of a module. It allocates
memory using the malloc function exported by the main module which is the original
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struct Dylink {

mem_size: u32,

mem_align: u32,

table_size: u32,

table_align: u32,

needed_dynlibs: Vec<String>,

}

Listing 3.5: The structure of the dylink section.

owner of the global memory and table objects and grows it by using the embedding
API of the Wasmtime VM. The memory and table sizes are grown by mem size and
table size, respectively.

Secondly, after all the allocation procedures are done, the module is compiled using
the embedding API and is ready to receive imports, which are resolved by the Linker
structure. The Linker is a convenience structure automating the process of supplying
the correct imports required by a module [53]. When all of the imports are resolved, a
module is instantiated utilizing embedding API after which the relocations are applied
using post instantiate function provided by the instance of a module.

After a module is integrated into the executing application, the application can use
its offered functionality by firstly resolving functions with the dlsym host function and
then invoking them as regular functions. The host function is capable of resolving any
function of any module integrated into the application. When invoked, dlsym searches
for the requested function by name supplied to the host function. Afterward, the
global table is grown and the function reference is inserted into the global table. Upon
subsequent calls to resolve the same function by other modules, the function will be a
lot faster to resolve since it has been placed inside a global table to which dlsym refers
before searching through existing module instances.

The presented implementation is a combination of concepts. We apply practices of
adaptive systems, such as the use of component-based software and descriptions ac-
companying building blocks. Similarly, we employ package management ideas, includ-
ing metadata files, which embed information characterizing a module, and repositories,
which, in addition to storing the components, enable their selection. The integration
of modules is achieved by using dynamic linking.





4 Evaluation

In this chapter, we present the evaluation of the built system, which was introduced
in our previous work [37]. We aimed to investigate the significance of modular Web-
Assembly applications and compare them to monolithic WebAssembly applications. In
Section 4.1 we detail the setup that was used to perform the measurements. In Section
4.2 we proceed to introduce the startup time measurements. Following the startup
time measurements, in Section 4.3, we measured the execution time. In Section 4.4 we
discuss the overhead introduced by the implementation and finally, Section 4.5 analyzes
the derived results.

4.1 Setup

The measurements were performed on 64 bit Ubuntu 18.04.5 LTS OS with 16 GB
RAM and an Intel i5-7200U@2.50GHz x 4 processor [37]. WebAssembly modules were
created by compiling applications written in C programming language to WebAssembly
using Emscripten† compiler toolchain of version 2.0.0. Table 4.1 describes the used
compilation flags required by WebAssembly lld port [35] to link a module and be
compatible with the implementation. Similarly, Table 4.2 introduces compilation build
options specific to Emscripten used alongside the compilation flags.

Flag Description
-Wl Indicates the arguments supplied to the linker.
–import-table Enables a module to import a table. In the case of our imple-

mentation, a module imports a global table.
–no-entry Indicates to omit the search of the entry point function.
–allow-undefined Allows to have undefined symbols in a module.

Table 4.1: Compilation flags required to create a WebAssembly module compatible with our imple-
mentation. Source [35].

†https://emscripten.org/index.html accessed January 22, 2021.
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Build Option Description
-s ALLOW MEMORY GROWTH=1 Enables to change the memory size

dynamically during execution.
-s ERROR ON UNDEFINED SYMBOLS=0 Does not halt compilation or linking

process in case an undefined symbol
is encountered.

Table 4.2: Build options required by Emscripten to create a WebAssembly module compatible with
our implementation.

4.2 Startup Time

The implementation enables applications to be split into multiple modules containing
decoupled functionality. Instead of loading the whole application at once, with the
modular approach, the application can be assembled gradually retrieving parts only
when necessary. This implies that we reduce redundant functionality and employ only
what is necessary at the present moment. As a result, the startup time can be decreased
significantly. Also, it is important to note that the startup time measurement depends
on how finely the application is divided. In this section, we compare the startup time
imposed by both monolithic and modular approaches. The modular approach employs
fine-grained modules, which are assembled on-demand. The measurement presents the
impact on the time required to start the application up until the point at which it is
ready to proceed with the execution. In addition, we present how much memory both
processes require.

The startup time results are shown in Table 4.3. In essence, both applications are the
same when fully loaded. A monolithic application is robust and incapable of introduc-
ing specific functionality during the execution. Moreover, it is slower to start, however,
it does not require to load additional functionality. The modular approach, on the
other hand, acts as a bootloader and comprises only the code required to start the ap-
plication. As a result, the time required to start the application and both binary sizes
are significantly different. Similarly, with the modular approach, the startup process
requires a lot less memory during the early execution. This is particularly relevant to
resource-constrained devices, which often cannot offer the luxury of storing the whole
application at once at must compromise by either using the application in parts or
referring to more powerful devices enabling to perform computations remotely. Nev-
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Approach Binary Size Startup Time RAM
Monolithic 15200 KB 4.472s 321284 KB
Modular 28.6 KB 0.104s 9852 KB

Table 4.3: Startup time measurements. Source [37].

ertheless, for the modular application, memory consumption increases when modules
are loaded into the application throughout the execution.

4.3 Application Execution

The entire execution is measured similarly when compared to the startup time measure-
ment. Here, however, we consider invoking a function and present different scenarios,
which illustrate both the benefits and the weaknesses of the proposed modular applica-
tion assembly. As before, the applications are equal when loaded completely. However,
in the modular approach, the application is divided into relatively small modules rep-
resenting a portion of the monolithic application.

In this measurement, we also consider the host function responsible for resolving func-
tions because to use the functionality offered by a module, its functions firstly need to
be resolved. Table 4.4 represents multiple modular application cases considered for the
entire execution measurement. We do not consider additional configurations for the
monolithic approach because it is not as flexible and all the functionality needs to be
loaded at once. For the modular application, we consider cases where we load all the
functionality and resolve either a single function or all available functions and where
we load only a single module and resolve only the function required. These scenarios
enable us to inspect the benefits of the modular approach and see how much over-
head we introduce when loading all the functionality in comparison to the monolithic
application. As before, the measurements can vary depending on module granularity.

Abbreviation Meaning
LS RS Loading of a single module and resolving a single function
LA RA Loading of all the modules and resolving all of the functions
LA RS Loading of all the modules but resolving only single function

Table 4.4: Modular application configurations. Source [37].
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Approach Total Binary Size Execution Time RAM
Monolithic 16.000 MB 4.50s 323692 KB

LS RS 2.439 MB 0.48s 47500 KB
LA RA 16.033 MB 4.86s 333140 KB
LA RS 16.030 MB 4.60s 333000 KB

Table 4.5: Full execution time measurements. Source [37].

The results are shown in Table 4.5. In comparison to the monolithic approach, the
LA RA and LA RS configurations are slightly slower and consume more resources.
This is expected because module loading and their preparation for execution require
additional steps, which involve additional logic introduced by our implementation. As
anticipated, loading all the functionality and resolving all the functions is the most
resource- and time-consuming task. Nevertheless, since we are interested in creating
adaptive applications, which load functionality on demand, it might be unrealistic
to load everything all at once. As a result, loading a single module and resolving
only the needed functions shows that we can reduce the execution time and memory
consumption significantly because only the required mechanisms are used.

4.4 System Overhead

As shown in the entire execution results, the implementation introduces additional la-
tency. Similar to the previous measurements, the overhead of function calls is subjective
as it depends on the contents of a function. However, to make functions comparable
we employ small modules which contain a single function, which, upon its invocation
returns a single integer. The results of the system overhead measurements are shown
in Table 4.6. To measure the overhead we firstly investigate the overhead of host
functions, dlopen and dlsym. For dlsym, we measure the time required to resolve a
function, which has not been resolved previously, marked as dlsym. The symbol rep-
resents a function call, which has been resolved using dlsym. We also consider the
average execution time of an imported function and how much overhead it introduces
(import). Finally, we measure how long it takes for a module to execute its native
function, marked in the table as function.

The overhead caused by the dlopen is the most significant. This can be limiting in the
case of loading a relatively large module as the execution cannot proceed before the
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module is ready to be executed. The resolving of functions achieved with dlsym also
takes a considerable amount of time. However, it is more efficient than dlopen due to
the nature of mechanisms involved to resolve a function. For the function calls per-
forming the actual processing, the execution of resolved function, symbol, takes longer
to execute when compared to the import and function cases. This is due to the degree
of indirection required to access the actual function. The last two remaining cases are
very similar in terms of performance, however, the import does indeed introduce some
additional latency.

Call Average Time
dlopen 948.6400 µs
dlsym 34.2970 µs
symbol 0.0098 µs
import 0.0048 µs

function 0.0034 µs

Table 4.6: Function execution time measurements. Source [37].

4.5 Analysis of Results

With dynamic linking, we were able to divide monolithic applications into multiple
modules. In the presented results, we decreased the startup time by almost 98% by
decoupling the initial logic required to start the application. This also impacts the
amount of memory consumed by the process. Moreover, by loading only the needed
parts for the execution we have shown that execution time can be decreased by 89%.

As anticipated, module integration using the dlopen function is the most severe in
terms of performance because of the additional operations it has to perform. Note that
the time demanded by the dlopen function call will also depend heavily on the binary
size. The larger the binary, the longer it will take for the module to be read, compiled,
and instantiated. The dlsym function is also not of a static nature. It depends on the
number of modules already loaded because dlsym walks through all the instantiated
modules until it finds the needed function. Nonetheless, if a function has already been
resolved by another module, dlsym will take significantly less time to resolve it again
as a global table will already possess the index of a function. The capability to invoke
functionality shared among multiple modules indirectly increases the time required to
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execute a function. In comparison to the direct function call, executing a function via
a global table is almost three times slower.

The modularity of Webassembly applications can improve the way developers build ap-
plications targeting heterogeneous environments. Modules can be retrieved on-demand
and integrated during the execution. As presented earlier in the chapter, the startup
time can be reduced significantly and the redundant code can be decreased to the
required amount at a particular time of execution. Such a technique can minimize
excessive resource usage and improve user experience. Nonetheless, the implementa-
tion could still be improved in terms of performance. In the case of loading all the
modules, and using all the available functionality, the runtime introduces additional
overhead. This is currently unavoidable because of the implementation limitations,
which we discuss in the following chapter.



5 Discussion

In this chapter, we revisit and provide answers to the research questions that were intro-
duced at the beginning of the thesis. In particular, Section 5.1 provides answers to the
first two research questions. The following, Section 5.2 and Section 5.3 addresses the
third research question separating the limitations into two categories: the used tech-
nology – WebAssembly introduced in our previous work [37], and the implementation
itself.

5.1 Research Questions Revisited

RQ1: What mechanisms enable adapting on-demand during execution us-
ing WebAssembly? During the implementation, we set out to achieve the adaptation
to a particular environment using WebAssembly modules as the building blocks of the
application. However, to achieve adaptation, the first goal was to extend WebAssembly
capabilities as not all the needed features were available. As a result, the first mecha-
nism can be identified as dynamic linking, which was introduced in one of our published
papers [37]. Not only does dynamic linking enable the system to integrate modules
on-demand, but the shared-everything approach creates the possibility for modules to
share data and functionality, which otherwise would be isolated for each module.

Metadata is essential to retrieve the correct modules. Metadata acts as a scenario
for the whole application – it defines the attributes of the system and modules that
characterize the whole application. Furthermore, the module management library is re-
sponsible for communicating with remote repositories which contain the necessary func-
tionality that the application requires. Not directly related to WebAssembly, however
just as important as the previously mentioned mechanisms is the repository. Reposi-
tory, in this case, serves as more than just simple storage for modules. Similar to the
role of repository introduced in Section 2.2, the repository is responsible for module
selection based on the available attributes. This alleviates the PoC implementation
from unnecessary processing in case the application is running on resource-constrained
devices and leaves the selection up to the remote entity. This is also more flexible as
each repository can employ its selection algorithms.
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RQ2: How do modular WebAssembly applications compare to monolithic
WebAssembly applications? Modularization of monolithic WebAssembly applica-
tions increases the flexibility of software composition significantly. In this particular
work, we can see that dividing the logic of the application empowers users to make
decisions on-demand and integrate modules during execution. Besides that, it enables
to use of only the necessary functionality instead of loading all the code with the
risk of it never being used and redundantly using the available resources. The results
provided in Chapter 4 show that the initial startup time is improved drastically. More-
over, the memory consumption has decreased substantially as the application starts
as a relatively small module. However, the used approach does indeed introduce some
additional overhead due to the module integration process which involves numerous ac-
tions, such as memory management, module preparation for execution, and performing
symbol relocation.

5.2 Limitations of the Implementation

The implementation is by no means production-ready and is only a proof-of-concept.
Some issues arise from the limitations of WebAssembly, while others are faults of the
design decisions made throughout the implementation phase. As identified in the
evaluation, the current API introduces a slight overhead. This, however, could be
alleviated by a mechanism capable of loading modules before their actual execution.

The current memory model is also impacted by the capabilities of WebAssembly. Due
to the absence of memory separation, we rely on a shared-everything memory model. In
other words, we sacrifice security for flexibility. As described in Chapter 3, a module can
access any information stored in the global memory because it comprises other module
memory. Nevertheless, whenever the multi-memory proposal [56] becomes available,
modules will be capable of referring to more than one memory component. With
additional effort, such a mechanism could be extended to create protected memory
areas and thus isolate sensitive data.

At the current state of the implementation, the information carried by the metadata is
ultimately defined by the developer. However, it is a delicate component a majority of
the system depends on. A minor change to the metadata could result in an unexpected
outcome if a developer is not familiar with how the underlying mechanisms work. To
elaborate, changing the interface ID of a described dependency to which a module
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attributes: [ 
  "camera", 
  "linux" 
  "nvidia" 
]

Repository

color_filter_win.json 
["camera", "Windows"]

color_filter_linux.json 
["camera", "linux"] 

malicious_metadata.json 
["camera", "linux", "nvidia"] 

Application

dlopen("color_filter")

Request
Handler

Figure 5.1: Metadata hijacking.

should conform would impact the module selection process by instructing the repository
to search for a completely different module.

Furthermore, in the case of attribute modification, the selection process might be mis-
led and result in an inaccurate decision. A developer should not be permitted to add
new or modify existing attributes nor should these be listed in the metadata, but rather
generated automatically. This restriction could prevent compromising the module se-
lection mechanism by supplying incorrect attributes and hijacking the application. To
specify, without the restriction to modify the attribute set, an adversary could include
attributes to prioritize the selection of that particular metadata which would lead to
the retrieval of potentially malicious modules. An example case is shown in Figure 5.1
where an adversary plants a malicious metadata file in a remote repository. The mali-
cious metadata file conforms to the same color filter interface ID as the remaining two
metadata files. During the selection, the repository evaluates the supported attributes
of each aggregated metadata file and selects one satisfying the largest number of at-
tributes. In this particular case, an adversary inserted an additional, unrelated nvidia
attribute, which forces the selection mechanism to return the malicious metadata.json
as the best fit.

Another issue is related to dependencies. Currently, It is impossible to refer to a
specific version of a module. This is further complicated by the fact that without
versioning it cannot be distinguished whether any modifications were introduced to
the module. Ultimately, this means that a user cannot be guaranteed what code
the running application will receive from the repository. The absence of a versioning
scheme enables modules to threaten the application because a module might break the
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program completely if it introduced breaking API changes in a newer version unknown
to the user.

A more general issue regarding the metadata is its separation from a module. To
retrieve a module, the current implementation performs two requests to either the same
or different repositories. This results in additional overhead by issuing two requests to
the repository instead of one. However, the issue could be avoided by taking advantage
of the WebAssembly format.

As introduced in Chapter 2, WebAssembly employs custom sections to embed custom
data. Moreover, differently than with the remaining sections, custom sections are not
validated by the technology. As a result, metadata information could be embedded
into the WebAssembly binary and analyzed in parallel after the retrieval. Such an
approach could reduce the need to have metadata stored separately. Regarding the
performance of the binary analysis, the sections can be iterated through quickly as the
size component of each section indicates what is its size in bytes. Nonetheless, this
enables filtering out only the custom sections. To distinguish whether a custom section
holds metadata information, it can be given a name (e.g., metadata), which follows
after the section indication byte. This approach enables to leap through the sections
without the need to analyze their contents.

5.3 Limitations of WebAssembly

WebAssembly has already gained a lot of traction in research. Apart from being con-
sidered for different computing paradigms, research analyzing various properties of the
technology had emerged. For example, Disselkoen et al. [14] noted that WebAssembly
safety ensured by the sandboxed environment does not address potential memory vul-
nerabilities (e.g., buffer overflow) possible to be exploited by leveraging the current
memory model. This is especially relevant to our approach, which embraces code reuse
by blindly trusting modules from third-party vendors. Similarly, Lehmann et al. [34]
list an extensive list of memory-related vulnerabilities that could be exploited, which
include three dimensions of different attack types. Another issue is the lacking pos-
sibility to distinguish between public and private data due to the memory being a
contiguous block of bytes. Hence, the data stored in an exported memory is available
in its entirety to another module if imported. Based on these insights we consider the
memory model of WebAssembly to be a significant limitation affecting the application
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quality.

Another significant limitation is performance. An execution environment is expected
to possess certain characteristics to efficiently run WebAssembly applications [57]. De-
pending on the environment, it might not always be the case and result in additional
overhead. Similarly, as described by Watt [55], the technology is currently only capable
of single-threaded computing, which disables pushing the performance boundaries even
further than initially anticipated.

As a part of the technology, we also consider VMs enabling to execute WebAssembly
applications. Usually, the available VMs differ in their offered features and capa-
bilities. Some are more suited for resource-constrained devices, where resource con-
sumption matters, while others rely on providing excessive features, that might not
work in a plethora of execution environments. Such VMs use contrasting APIs, and
thus an application cannot use different VMs in a portable manner and requires to
be re-engineered. Moreover, at least with the used VM – Wasmtime, releasing loaded
modules is impossible at the current state of the VM. This is alarming because we
no longer employ only what is necessary for the application and redundantly use the
available resources. The last issue noticed about the used VM during the development
regards module compilation. To reiterate, before proceeding with actual execution,
downloaded modules are firstly compiled and instantiated. With the current JIT com-
pilation, the performance is not as efficient as it could be with streaming compilation.
WebAssembly binaries are represented by a format, which can be compiled as soon
as the first blocks of data are received over the network [10]. Such a technique could
improve the performance of the current solution significantly as it already proved to be
useful in the context of the browser. Results published on Google Developers website
[24] show that streaming compilers can reduce the overhead of compilation, which is
performed after downloading a module.





6 Conclusions

We investigated WebAssembly technology as a potential candidate for creating adap-
tive applications. The applications are capable of starting as minimal base modules and
evolving into complete applications. This is achieved by retrieving additional modules
conforming to the requirements of the execution environment whenever they are needed.
To achieve retrieving and integrating modules on-demand we built a lightweight run-
time capable of retrieving modules from online repositories and linking them during
execution. The introduced runtime was influenced by adaptive systems, package man-
agers, and WebAssembly.

Modular WebAssembly applications alleviate the burden of shipping large binaries
which not only impact the time required to start the application but also do not scale
well. The results show that splitting a monolithic application into multiple building
blocks can reduce the initial size of a binary significantly. This directly correlates
with the startup time and memory requirements of the application. Moreover, mod-
ular WebAssembly applications enforce to use of only the code which is necessary for
the execution, as a result, redundant functionality is minimized in comparison to the
monolithic applications. Nonetheless, the implementation does indeed introduce some
additional overhead whenever loading new modules. This, however, could be miti-
gated by investigating how the system could predict when to load modules in advance
to minimize the potential overhead.

The implementation can be improved in a variety of aspects. Firstly, the current
module description is not reliable because it is composed manually by the developer.
Similarly, there is no standardized list of attributes (as it is done in Portage) that could
be leveraged. Moreover, the selection of modules could be improved. As discussed, it
is also not difficult to surpass such a system and potentially employ malicious code.
Regarding the technology, some aspects are not mature enough to allow robust im-
plementations. For example, the unloading of a module is crucial to remove unused
functionality and maintain a reasonable binary size. This is especially important for
resource-constrained devices. Similarly, regarding the WebAssembly VMs, because
the format is designed to be streamable, leveraging streaming compilers could impact
the startup time of monolithic and modular WebAssembly applications significantly.
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However, most of the available VMs do not leverage such capability.

Looking further into the future, WebAssembly has already gained a lot of interest as an
alternative technology for different computing environments. With the implementation
presented in the thesis and prospects of future work, WebAssembly could become a
new standard technology for building adaptive applications that could be leveraged in
a multitude of different environments.
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